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I. Introduction

Transdermal delivery systems (TDS) are combination products composed of multiple layers of polymer films

designed to deliver a drug through the skin.  Due to the complexity of design and the unique dosing regimen,

evaluating extractables and leachables from a TDS can be challenging.

A draft guidance has been issued by the FDA that covers the development and quality considerations for

transdermal and topical delivery systems (1).    The draft guidance does address extractable and leachable testing

and recommends that a TDS be assessed for extractable and leachables consistent with USP <1663> and <1664>.

Regardless of the type of TDS, the evaluation of the risk from extractables and leachables is divided into two distinct

experimental phases.    First is done an extraction study in which the components of the TDS are extracted under

exaggerated conditions intended to represent the worst-case scenario of possible extractables.    The goal of this

study is not a complete deformulation of the materials of the TDS but instead a complete list of all the possible

leachables.      In an ideal situation when the conditions of the extractions are properly selected, the list of

extractables will contain all of the potential leachables from materials used to create the TDS (other sources of

leachables are possible and will be discussed later).

For the leachables studies, the FDA draft guidance recommends leachables be evaluated under conditions that

mimic the conditions of the skin during rigorous exercise. This is done by exposing the TDS to simulated sweat at

an elevated temperature for a clinically relevant time.    The analytical methods used to analyze for leachables in

sweat therefore need to be developed and validated in simulated sweat.

II. Extractables Study
A. Sample Extraction

The extraction study should at a minimum include the components of the TDS such as the backing membrane,

release liner, rate controlling membrane (and any additional membranes), pouch and ink.   The casting solution

(mixture of adhesive and drug) does not need to be included in the extraction study since this is comparable to the

drug product.

The extraction solvents are selected to represent a wide variety of polarities that represent the worst-case scenario

for leachables as well solvents present in the casting solution.   Typically water will be used for the polar solvent, an



alcohol like ethanol will be used as the intermediate polarity solvent and hexane will be used as the non-polar

solvent.

The components of the TDS are then extracted separately in each solvent for a time and temperature appropriate for

the intended use.    Commonly this will be between 40 – 55 ˚ C for 24 -72 hours.

B. Extractables Analysis

The sample extracts are analyzed by GC-MS (headspace and direct inject), LC-MS and ICP-MS.   The goal of these

analysis is to identify as many extractables as possible and to semi-quantitatively determine the level of each

extractable.  Since the methods are designed to detect unknowns, these methods cannot be validated. Results from

these analyses are reported as the amount of the extractable (usually in µg) per weight (usually in g) or surface area

(usually in cm2) of the component.

C. Analytical Evaluation Threshold
At the completion of the extractables analysis, a list of extractables is generated.   The challenge at this point is to

only report extractables that present a toxicological risk.   To evaluate the toxicity of each observed extractable, the

safety concern threshold (SCT) is used.

The SCT is the absolute highest acceptable exposure of a patient to a leachable in drug product and is usually

expressed in terms of µg of leachable per day.   If an SCT is not known, the FDA draft guidance recommends the

SCT of 1.5 µg/day.   This SCT represents a threshold below which leachables would have negligible safety concerns

for standard mutagenic compounds in a chronic-use drug product.

To apply the SCT to a given TDS, an analytical evaluation threshold (AET) is calculated based on the SCT, the

number of TDS administered per day, the number of doses per TDS (usually 1), and the weight of the component in

the TDS.   The AET is then calculated as follows:

The AET will have units of µg/g of the TDS and can be converted to the sample extracts based upon the extraction

conditions.

D. Interpretation of Results
If quality components have been selected and the extraction conditions were appropriately selected, the number of

extractables observed will usually be small.   From the generated extractables profile, only the extractables above

the AET present a risk to patient safety.  These extractables above the AET then become the targeted leachables

during the leachables study.

III. Leachables  Study

A. Development and Validation of Analytical Methods for Leachables



During the leachables study, the TDS is extracted with simulated sweat.   Therefore the goal of the analytical

methods is to have sufficient sensitivity so that the LOQ of the target leachables in simulated sweat are at or below

the AET.  Extensive sample preparation may be necessary to ensure sufficient sensitivity.

The analytical methods need to be able to detect the targeted leachables but the methods also need to be able to

detect unknown leachables that may not have been present in the extraction study.   The most common source of a

leachable that would not have been expected to be observed in the extraction study is when an extractable reacts

with a component of the cast solution to form a new leachable.    Although these types of leachables are uncommon,

the analytical methods used for the leachables analysis still needs to be able to detect unknown leachables if

present.

The analytical methods are then validated with the goal to meet the ICH acceptance criteria.  However, since the

challenge of these methods is to be able to detect very low levels of leachables in a complex matrix, some

allowances may need to be made in other aspects of method performance to allow sufficient sensitivity.

B. Analysis of Leachables

To evaluate leachables, samples of the TDS that had been stored under the intended stability conditions are

evaluated at the same time points as the shelf life stability study.    The aged TDS are extracted in simulated sweat

and the simulated sweat extracts are then analyzed for leachables using the validated analytical methods.

Results from the analysis are reported as amount of the leachable in the TDS.  If a leachable is observed above the

AET, additional experimentation may be necessary to confirm the identification of the leachable.  Additional

toxicological evaluation may also be needed to assess the risk of the leachable.

C. Control Samples
I. Casting Solution

Inclusion of casting solution not loaded onto a TDS as a control samples can greatly simplify the analysis of the

leachables results.   Ideally this control is created by storing the casting solution under the same storage conditions

for the same length of time as the leachables samples. The aged casting solution control is used to distinguish

degradation products in the casting solution from leachables.

II. Placebo Samples

Including placebo samples stored in the SCC in the leachable study is also strongly recommended.   These samples

can help to confirm the presence of leachables observed in the active and leachables might be observed in the

placebo that might have been missed in the active. One cannot assume, however, that if a peak is observed in the

active that is not in the placebo that the peak is not a leachable.   The active drug may facilitate the migration of the

leachable or the active drug could react with the leachable.

D. Leachables Above the AET



If a leachable is observed above the AET, a toxicological risk assessment needs to be done on that leachable.   In

this toxicological assessment, an SCT specific to the leachable will be determined and a compound specific AET will

be determined.    For almost every common leachable, the compound specific AET will be significantly higher. If

the leachable is observed at a level below the compound specific AET, the leachable is determined to present no

toxicological risk

IV. Conclusion

Leachables present a unique challenge in assuring the safety and efficacy of TDS.   The experimental approach

presented represents a rational experimental approach to evaluate this risk that will satisfy FDA expectations.
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